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Abstract: Using resources and services from multiple Clouds is a natural evolution from in-silo
Clouds. Being able to move, at design or at run-time, applications from one Cloud to another can
reduce the risk of Cloud adoption. However, the consumers of Cloud resources are complaining
about the non-portability of Cloud applications and the vendor lock-in. The role of the third parties
as mediators between the consumers and providers is starting to be delineated. They build ad-hoc
grouping of Cloud resources to satisfy application requirements. In this context, the talk will be
oriented towards: the taxonomy of Multi-Clouds, overview of the available mediators for MultiClouds, gaps between requirements and offers. Approaches and achievements of recent research
projects will be discussed, such as, MODAClouds: Model-driven approach for design and
execution of applications on multiple Clouds, mOSAIC: Open-source API and platform for multiple
Clouds, SPECS: Secure provisioning of cloud services based on SLA management, AMICAS:
Automated management in Cloud and Sky computing environments, HOST: HPC as a service.
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